
PrecisePick Unveils Tailored Marketing
Strategies to Propel Early-Stage Companies
into Success

PrecisePick Founders

PrecisePick, a leading provider of

strategic sales outsourcing and marketing

services, today announced a new suite of

customized marketing solutions.

CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, INDIA, May 14,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- PrecisePick,

a leading provider of strategic sales

outsourcing and marketing services,

today announced a new suite of

customized marketing solutions

specifically designed to accelerate the

growth of early-stage companies. The

company, founded by Krishnakumar V,

Hari Krishnan R, and Shanfaz C K M,

combines deep industry knowledge

with innovative strategies to transform

startup ventures into established brands.

PrecisePick's new marketing services are crafted to address the unique challenges faced by

startups, ranging from building a brand identity to establishing a strong digital presence. "Our

goal is to ensure that every startup we partner with can achieve remarkable growth and a

sustainable competitive advantage," said Krishnakumar V, Co-founder and Head of Marketing at

PrecisePick. "We provide personalized marketing strategies that are not only innovative but also

aligned with our clients’ specific business objectives."

The marketing services offered by PrecisePick include comprehensive digital marketing solutions,

market research, and sales integration. These services are designed to cater to startups at

various stages of their business lifecycle, whether they are at the idea stage, prototype, pre-

launch, or fully launched.

Hari Krishnan R, Co-founder and B2B Sales Head, emphasized the importance of an integrated

approach between sales and marketing for the success of B2B relationships. "Our approach is to
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PrecisePick

seamlessly integrate strategic

marketing with our proven sales

outsourcing solutions, such as cold

calling and appointment setting, to not

only attract potential customers but to

convert these opportunities into real

business outcomes," said Hari

Krishnan.

Shanfaz C K M, Co-founder and B2C

Sales Head, also highlighted the

tailored strategies PrecisePick

implements to ensure success in

consumer markets. "In the B2C sector,

understanding the consumer's needs

and behaviors is crucial. Our team

excels in crafting marketing strategies

that resonate well with target

audiences, ensuring a high conversion

rate and brand loyalty," Shanfaz

added.

The success of PrecisePick's marketing services is evident in their track record of significantly

increasing their clients' market reach and revenue. Their strategic initiatives include leveraging

advanced digital tools, data analytics, and creative content marketing to establish and grow their

clients' brand value.

"Each strategy we develop is backed by rigorous market research and a deep understanding of

the specific industry dynamics," said Krishnakumar V. "This bespoke approach not only enhances

our clients’ visibility but also bolsters their overall market position."

PrecisePick is committed to being more than just a service provider for its clients; it aims to be a

long-term partner in their growth journey. With a focus on results and a passion for excellence,

PrecisePick is poised to set new benchmarks in the marketing and sales outsourcing industry.

For more information about PrecisePick and its services, please visit www.precisepick.com.

About PrecisePick

PrecisePick is a leading digital growth and sales outsourcing partner that helps clients establish

their brand value and expand their market reach. Founded by a trio of industry experts,

Krishnakumar V, Hari Krishnan R, and Shanfaz C K M, the company offers a range of services

tailored to help startups and early-stage businesses scale effectively. With a strong focus on

http://www.precisepick.com


customized marketing strategies and sales solutions, PrecisePick is dedicated to delivering

sustained business growth and success for its clients.
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